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Abstract. A service robot requires natural and interactive interaction with users
without explicit commands. It is still one of the difficult problems to generate
robust reactions for the robot in the real environment with unreliable sensor data
to satisfy user’s requests. This paper presents an intention-response model based
on mirror neuron and theory of mind, and analyzes the performance for a
humanoid to show the usefulness. The model utilizes the modules of behavior
selection networks to realize prompt response and goal-oriented characteristics
of the mirror neuron, and performs reactions according to an action plan based
on theory of mind. To cope with conflicting goals, behaviors of the sub-goal unit
are generated using a hierarchical task network. Experiments with various
scenarios reveal that appropriate reactions are generated according to external
stimuli.

Keywords: Intention-response � Hybrid architecture � Behavior selection
network � Planning � Hierarchical task network

1 Introduction

To facilitate interaction with user and agents such as conversational agents,
train-booking agents, intelligent agents for smartphone, and robots, we need to make
them to understand user’s intention and respond to user’s actions or command
reflecting the intention. In this regard, a new interface for the intention-response is
demanded in various research fields [1]. Because it requires techniques for recognizing
the user intention from various sensory information and responding to it, we proposed a
model to imitate cognitive process of the human brain inspired by mirror neuron and
theory of mind [2]. As many researchers have used simple methods like rule-based
systems that lack the rationale from the brain science point of view, the interfaces have
a difficulty to process reactions flexibly like humans [3]. It is also difficult to represent
relations between the intention and the action. We presented an intention-response
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model based on brain nervous system composed of the mirror neuron system and the
theory of mind system.

In this paper, we fine tune the model and analyze the performance by categorizing
user intentions into simple ones for sub-goals and complex ones for task goals. The
model for simple intentions based on mirror neuron system uses modules of behavior
selection networks (BSNs) to respond to low-level intentions. The BSN modules
mimicked the mirror neuron have difficulty to generate a behavioral sequence to handle
complex intentions with conflicting goals. To cope with this problem, the model for
complex intentions based on theory of mind system employs planning by a hierarchical
task network to control the modules. The planner can configure a sequence of
behaviors automatically using the conditions defined independently of the modules.
The model has the advantage of having a well-defined structure which makes it more
scalable. To verify the feasibility of the model, we implemented it on a humanoid
robot, NAO, and attempted to analyze the performance with various scenarios in real
situations.

2 Related Works

2.1 Mirror Neuron and Theory of Mind

In the literature of human brain research, the two systems called the mirror neuron and
theory of mind are well known for understanding other’s state through observation; we
can understand other’s intentions through the systems. The mirror neuron system
consists of anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS), premotor cortex (PMC), and superior
temporal sulcus (STS) [4]. The aIPS relates to goal-oriented actions, the PMC identifies
goals or actions based on the previous memory, and the STS parses motions into a
meaningful sequence [6]. Simple actions composed of sub-goals activate these areas
[7]. The theory of mind system consists of temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) and medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) [5]. The TPJ is crucial for the representation of goals and
intentions, and the mPFC plays a role in reflective reasoning of actions and judgments,
including goals and intentions [8].

2.2 Hybrid Control System

The hybrid control architecture to generate robot behavior is categorized into the two
types: reactive and deliberative control [9]. Reactive control allows the robot to select
an appropriate action instantaneously in the given environment because it uses local
information obtained from sensory information. On the other hand, deliberative control
manages the plan about the global environment to achieve high-level goals.

Some of the relevant studies are shown in Table 1. Min proposed the goal-oriented
BSN system to generate behaviors of the delivery service robot [10]. The system used
BSN and priority-based sequence plan which can be changed by the user’s input and
the robot generates behaviors over the sequence. Yun developed a humanoid control
system using MBSN and predefined sequence [11]. A BSN in the modules was selected
in a fixed order by the planner. This system connected the emotion and reactivity of the
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robot in multiple layers, and adopted the planning facility with probability. Quintero
proposed a control system of autonomous robots using automated planning technique
and 2-layer actions [13]. The hybrid control system cannot only solve the problems of
each method, but also maximize the advantages of each method. However, since
previous studies have not sufficiently considered the scalability problem and unstable
environment, there are limitations on achieving long-term goals through solving
complex problems in the real world.

3 System Architecture

3.1 Overview

This paper is based on an intention-response model for a humanoid NAO that was
originally proposed at our previous study [14]. First, the intention is divided into simple
and complex intentions. The simple intention is explained by the mirror neuron system
which can understand mere actions instinctively and mimic the user’s behaviors. The
complex intention is described by the theory of mind that can recognize abstract state of
the user and infer user’s inner mind without direct observation. The entire process of
the model is shown in Fig. 1. Simple intention-response model using the modularized
BSN (MBSN) is activated by understanding the low-level intention including a
sub-goal. On the other hand, complex intention-response using the planning-driven
BSN is recruited by understanding the high-level intention in terms of the task goal.

Definition 1. Intention-Response:
I = {SI, CI} is a set of the user’s intentions, where SI = {si1, si2, …, sin} is a set of
simple intentions based on the mirror neuron system, and CI = {ci1, ci2,…, cin} is a set
of complex intentions based on the theory of mind. Let S be the state, and t be the
time. G = {SG, TG} is a set of goals, SG = {sg1, sg2, …, sgn | 8sgi ← 9sim} is a set of
the sub-goals, and TG = {tg1, tg2, …, tgn | tgi = {sga, sgb, …, sgd}, 8tgn ← 9cii}} is a
set of the task goal. The response R according to the user’s intention can be defined as
follows:

Table 1. Previous studies on hybrid control system

Authors Methods Domain

Min et al. [10] BSN and priority-based sequence Mobile service
robot

Yun et al. [11] MBSN and predefined sequence Humanoid service
robot

Christopher
et al. [12]

Control parameter modulations and
probability-based sequence

Mobile robot
navigation

Quintero et al.
[13]

2-layer action Autonomous
mobile robot
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3.2 Simple Intention-Response Modelling

For responding to simple intention, the model is based on the BSN which generates
suitable reactions rapidly and copes with the uncertain environment flexibly. However,
the BSN has problems such as conflicting goals and slow reaction time. To solve these
problems, Tyrrell proposed modular BSN, each of which is designed for only one goal
[15]. The module allows the scalability and reusability easier than the BSN.

Definition 2. Maes’ BSN B = {EB, NB, GB}:
EB = {eB1, eB2,…, eBn} is a set of the environments, NB = {nB1, nB2,…, nBn} is a set of
behavioral nodes, and GB = {gB1, gB2, …, gBn} is a set of goals. Therefore, Tyrrell’
MBSN M can be defined by M = {EM = {emi} | 8emi 2 EB, NM = {nm} | 8nm 2 NB,
GM ≅ gBi }. The model has the relevance to simple intention-response based on the
mirror neuron system. The mirror neuron system is activated by external stimulus
rapidly and is used to understand actions including a sub-goal. Similarly, the model
consists of the stimulus, behavior nodes, and a sub-goal.

Definition 3. Simple intention-response:
SR = {S, N, SG} is a set of simple intention-response pairs. Let U = {u1, u2, …, un} be
a set of user’s actions. S = {U, EM} is a set of stimuli, and N = {n1, n2, …, nn} is a set
of behaviors for the intention-response. The module is selected by the recognized
intention. After that, the model generates the response for user’s intention.

Fig. 1. Overview of the intention-response process (left) and the process of complex
intention-response (right)
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3.3 Complex Intention-Response Modelling

Complex intention-response method for responding to high-level intentions requires
the ability that can solve complex problems by achieving long-term goals. The BSN
can generate the response reactively to achieve a sub-goal containing simple intention.
However, since it cannot make sequence to solve the complex problem, it is not
suitable for responding to complex intention. To work out this problem, we present
planning by hierarchical task network. When the goal is set, sequence is made by
actions which are added into a queue to achieve the goal.

If an agent is faced with unexpected situations, it would fail to realize its sub-goals,
and then it cannot perform the next plan. To solve this problem, we modify the module
so that a failure of sub-goals can be managed, and the plan can be revised. If a node is
abnormally repeated or the number of total steps is unusually overflowed, that is
considered a failure about achieving the goal.

Definition 4. Complex intention-response:
CR = {S, N, TG} is a set of complex intention-response. Let U = {u1, u2, …, un} be a
set of user’s actions. S = {U} is a set of stimuli, and N = {n1, n2, …, nn} is a set of
behaviors for the intention-response. The method based on theory of mind can cope
with user’s abstract intentions deliberatively through the process of decomposing the
complex intention into simple intentions using the planning by hierarchical task
network.

4 Experiments

In this section, we apply the intention-response model to NAO, a humanoid robot
platform, and show the usefulness of the model. We show that it can overcome pre-
viously mentioned problems of requiring a reactive control system while performing
behaviors corresponding to user’s intention. The NAO is a useful robot platform to
implement human cognitive structure, but this type of robots needs more sophisticated
control process on many joints that might cause errors. Therefore, our experiments
were performed on both the Webot simulation and a real world environments as shown
in Fig. 2.

4.1 Analysis of Simple Intention-Response

We design a BSN to confirm imitation and achieving a sub-goal in the simple
intention-response. Figure 3 shows a BSN designed for the activity moving a box to
the left or the right. For example, ‘stand by’ is one of the stimuli, and ‘attention’ is
contained in behaviors. Lastly, ‘move(object)’ is the sub-goal for responding to the
simple intention. The observed behaviors trigger spreading activation energy between
the nodes through links, and one node is finally selected.

As a result of the experiment, the model makes proper behaviors according to the
intention of the observed objects as shown in Fig. 3(right). We can confirm that
behaviors which should be performed at that time are activated appropriately.
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4.2 Analysis of Complex Intention-Response

Scenario: A user requests to NAO that the OBJECT be delivered from PLACE _A to
PLACE_B, when the NAO’s current position is PLACE _A.

The experiment was based on the scenario to verify appropriate reactions to the
changing environment. Accordingly, we aim to confirm the suitable responses to
accomplish a target goal. As a result of the experiment, BSN planning queue is con-
structed automatically. When user’s intention to clean a room is input, four interme-
diate purposes are generated (detect the object, pick up the object, detect the place, and
putdown the object). Through the observation of environment around, the node having
the highest activation energy is chosen at every time step. The node chosen is per-
formed right away. That is, the value of activation can be zero or not.

Figure 4 shows the activation nodes of agent robot and internal processing of
command. After moving to the object, NAO picked up the object, and the module
which can put down object is performed in succession. At the same time, pickup
module was deleted in planning queue of right top. When all modules in planning
queue is performed completely, intention-response process is terminated. Whenever
user tries conversation to NAO, this system analyzes the intention. If the intention is

Fig. 2. Real world (left) and virtual simulation (right) environments

Fig. 3. The BSN module for moving a box (left) and response process (right)
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complicated, system creates a planning queue which performs a task in regular
sequence. Left side of the figure shows the corresponding flow of scenario and internal
components. X-axis of the figure means the flow of time. When a complex intention
like “Please throw away garbage to trash” is recognized, the model generates a queue
of behavior sequence of responding to the intention. For instance, GrabA to detect
garbage, Putdown to throw away garbage, and Return to user. In this figure, we can
confirm the generation and elimination of queue.

Figure 5 shows the result after running the experiments 15 times. This result shows
the response rate, success rate and average execution time of service process. Detection
requires the longest time, and this condition leads to high success rate accordingly. In
movement, direction of walk or the number of walk can be changed on experiment
environment. That is the reason why success rate is low despite of high response rate.
We can confirm that if intermediate process is not performed appropriately, final goal is
influenced by intermediate process. Average execution time of action is one third of
detection. The reason of this difference can be explained by understanding environment
of BSN. Because all environment conditions of behavior nodes are satisfied, BSN can
perform the final goal directly without detection or movement.

Fig. 4. Internal states of a response process
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5 Concluding Remarks

This paper evaluated the service process of agent robot which is based on
intention-response model. This model can select appropriate response according to
user’s various requests and generate corresponding behaviors. The experiment was
based on the scenario to verify appropriate reactions to the changing environment. As a
result, we can confirm the usefulness of this model. Also, processes of internal system
of agent robot were presented to explain this model. Through the series of iterating
experiments, we got quantitative results which can be evaluated on various aspects. In
the future, we need to validate the accuracy and effectiveness comparing to other
response methods, and conduct additional iterative experiments to show the reliability.
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